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The Great Well of China is so large it is the only man made item vlewable by astronauts in specs. Our
Chinese wall never existed and yet is c0nstanU~i cited in press aniote alter press article. What is the truth
about this Chinese wali?
[This is another piece relative to PR brainstorming that may go on in the future. These pieces are to
stimulate thought and to help you position the company. Perhaps someday somethin~ written will come
out of them.]
Many times ! have bean asked about a Chinese Wall. t don’t know how this started. I know in dozens of
cases I have said there is none and there shouldn’t be one but there has never been an article that
explained why. I believe the idea of a Chinese wall came up in Investment banks making a market in a
security and providing arms length analysis at the same time they are involved in an offering or a merger.
This creates conflict because the investment banker is supposed to be independent while having a stake in
a transactions success. In order to deal with this some separation was created, i don’t know much about
this.
When Microsoft is working on the design of a new piece of systems software it needs massive amounts of
input from developers. What was wrong with the last version? What needs to be sped up? Whax features
would they like to see included in the next version? This exchange of information is critical to the success
of the operating system. Many of the new elements in the systems software are designed jointly or solely
by app~K;ations groups. The boundary between applications end systems is constantly changing with more
and more work being taken over in an abstract way by the system to simplify the creation of complex
applications, allow for tighter sharing and integration and to allow abstractions that allow hardware to
improve without forcing software redesign. Use~ interface, pdnter drivers and data exchange were ~ot part
of the operating system in the DOS era. Applications developers with their own user interfaces were
reluctant to switch to a standard I:Rrt the benefit to users in teaming and to the industry as a whole as
users bought more app|icadons per PC were incredible. Likewise application developers who had invested
massively in printer driver |ib~eries (including Microsoft’s word processing group and Wordparfect) did not
want to see Windows replace these drivers since it made those capabilities available to a~ developers. Over
time, however, these groups recognized the inevitability of system advances and moved on to provide
features in other areas. Today the boundary is advancing in messaging, rich data storage and networking
and it will cause as much change as the ones we have seen in the past. in order to make these chan9es as
smooth as possible an increased dialog between Microsoft and application developers is critical.
When Microsoft began promoting Windows in 1982 it spent a lot of time Wing Io convince the leading
developers to do Windows work. The basic question was commitment to graphical interface, The primary
Readers in software at the time, L~us, Wordperfect and Ashton Tats did not show a strong interest in
graphics on any platform - Macintosh, Windows or OS/2. Actually Lotus mad e a contractual commitment
to port 123 under Mitch Kapora leadership but this was withdrawn after his departure, it was very risky for
Microsoft to focus its development on graphical implementations. Our allocation of resources meant that
DOS Word would lose out to DOS Wordperfect and DOS Multiplan would lose out to DOS 123. The effort
to redesign for graphical interface is faldy hard. Moving from one graphical platform to another is not. This
is why Microsoft was the first of these companies to have a spreadsheet a~d the first to have e word
processor on all 3 of the graphical platforms. I think it is fair to say that Windows would have taken many
more years to succeed if it wasn’t for the risk and commh~nent that Microsoft’s applications group made to
these platforms. Certainly the Macintosh would have not being able to penetrate business the way it did
without the presence of products like Word and Excel and the marketing behind those products.
Some people I~ke to suggest that developers were confused about whether OS/2 or W~ndows would
succeed. Microsoft certainly didn’t have a crystal bali on this. We shipped Excel well before 1-2-3 shipped.
We shipped Word way before anyone except Describe shipped a Word processor. Other than IBM we lost
more money on Os/2 than anyone eLse in both systems and applications, Fortunately it is not hard to
retarget a program wdttan for one graphical platform to another and a number of libraries were available to
make the task very s~’elghtforward.
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Microsoft’s Windows applications have been very successful. Some surveys suggest we have as much as
28% of tee total Windows software sales. However’if we compare the % of software sales made on a
platform by the owner of a systems sottware platform as a % of all sales of software on that platform
believe Microsoft tags most other p|atform creators_ Spec3ficalty I am saying that IBM sold a higher
percentage of the software onto MVS and DEC onto VMS and Apple onto Macintosh (excluding Microsoft)
and SUN onto Soiaris than Microsoft has sold on OOS/Win¢lows. People who tea|iv went to understand
how different platfo~ns can be should examine Nintendo, 300 and Saga. They not only have leading
shares of software on their machine but they have a high degree of control and a royalty structure to boot.
The definition of e platform includes e lot of things. Fo~ example data exchange standards and
interface standards are crucial in allowing users to take advantage of the system. However the systems
software does not enforce these approaches - any sort of appearance and data format can be presented by
applications. Another important factor is that systems software is sold with a number of utilities and
applications. These utilities and applications are often not as rich as those sold separately but they are
important to the user experience.
So beck to the Chinese Wall. Does Microsoft systems allow Microsoft applications to provide input on the
next version ot= the system? Absolutely. Microsoft is the largest seller of applications on the Windows
platform. Windows version 2 would have been an absolute failure without Excel in two ways. First, it was
the feedback from Excel that allowed the system to be design propedy and second it was Excel marketing
that made people aware of Windows in a meaningful way. Does Microsoft systems give information to
Microsoft applications about new versions? Ab~olutoly. It is critical that this information is taken i~to
account in determining what our plans should
There is no Chinese wall. Information is encouraged to flow in both directions. It happens on a formal basis
and an informal basis everyday. I have no idea why these articles keep being printed throwing up this
imaginary wall just to knock it down or suggest it has holes in it. We would be crazy to suppress this
important dialog. Sometimes the dialog is confusing because our systems specifications and schedules
change from time to time. Most ISVs choose to wait unt~l a product is in widespread beta testing before
they start to take advantage of its features. ISVs don’t want to restrict their products to only sell to new
m/stem software users. They want to sell to the installed base and to users who don=t choose the new
version. "i~e strong degree of compatibility l~l’mrosoft generally provides allows ISVs to focus on previous
system software without giving up the ability to run on new systems.
An example of this would be our latest release of DOS, MS-DOS 6. At this point no programs except utility
programs have chosen to release versions that run only with DOS 6 despite the extra testing required and
the mffiions of upgrades that Microsoft has offered. Likewise with Windows, some Windows applicatlons
require Windows for Workgroups which is quickly becoming our fastest selling version but most simply
require 3,1 or even the version before that 3.0. ~rr[h our most advanced version of NT even now that the
system is shipping it is a challenge to convince developers to take advantage of the new features.
Microsoft published the information on NT over 2 years ago and spent rrdllions of dollars providing very
inexpensive development kits and support in orde~ to encourage developers to focus on NT. Today there
ere over 250 shipping NT applications but that is a small percentage of the over 5000 Windows
applications.
Going back to ~he Windows experience o when would developers have had to wake up and listen to our
speeches about graphical interface in order to avoid it hurting their market share? They had trm chance as
eady as 1992 before we ..began our development of applications, Assuming it takes around 18 months to
develop a major new appdcation they could have ignored being serious about Windows until at least 1988
r[hout it bei.n~ .a major problem for them. Fortune magazine had its cover article in 1984 with St_rst
at,man e, xpia~mng~ that ou.~ s.trate¢~/,..wa,s W1 ,n~tows (quote). In .other words people could have ignored
noovvs tot over o years ounng wn=cn time ttmy were being gnmn every scrap of information and begged
to pay attention. I have no idea why the transition to graphical interface proved to be so difficult for
several of these vendors but it wasn’t because of a lack of effort by Microsoft. We were totally open about
our commitment to do applications on Windows and given the incredible profits they i~ad during this time
they should have at least had some insurance against Microsoft being right about GUI,

~V~

information about new software is valuable but the critical decision foz software companies is strategy.
Imagine what would have happened it tmprov had been integrated into e queliw version of windows 123
and shipped first on Windows? imagine if LOTUS had done 123 for the Macintosh instead of JAZZ?
imagine what would have happened to Mic~osoft’s applications group if I had been wrong about the
volume NEXT would achieve and they had sold millions of units? Strategy is scary stuff but software CEOs
are paid to make these decisions on a.rsgular basis.
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As long as | am striking down c~nards let me close with 2 others.
~ndo~ Yes wa ~. Our repmadon ~ ~en en~n~ by the ~c~ss of ~ndows. We have a list of
~tomer nam~ we ~e~ fr~ Widows. In a humor of wWs ~ndows ~ne~s M~ro~. Our appli~tions
g~ps would ms~ that ~ ~ an incredible overhead fo~ ~ to ~ forc~ ~o suppo~ ~eW new sy~em
f~t~e when ~ ~eature ~ ~t f~ mature and ~hey ~ up f~udn9 hom a~ ~ebuggin9 things that
would not ~ thor no~ primiw. Wh~ t~ applicatio~ gr0u~ invent ~dous user inte~ace techniques or
DOE we ohen ~ake these and p~ t~m in ~ ~em toeing them easi~ available to all of thaw
c~pethors. T~y would
o~ produ~ despite our ~g ~ppo~ for Ma~tosh
benef~ oulwe~gh Zhe negative and ~Vs sh~M take this ~l~ into account w~n t~y de~e Io deve~
on our plaffo~s. Our plaHo~s have ~n ~e ~i~ plaHor~ ~n~ 1982 and our way of handli~
di~ri~d~ inform~on effe~ely to deve~pers h~ improv~ eveW year ~n~ t~n. I am sure ~y will
c~tinue to impro~ tn ~
~ ~cro~ ~ely on ~dden ~ ~lls to ~t an ~an~age for our appfi~Iio~? We do ~. ~e
su~ of our pmdu~s like Word, ~cef, and 0ffi~ ~ b~d on ~e innovation of ~he res~ive
developmem g~oups. One way to aF~e~a~e this ts ?o ~k m our s~ of the Mannish. ~pie has had
us ~ ~ and discrimina~d ~ prodding developer info~atton to ~. Howev~ our 9remest market shar~
are ~t in ~ vew ~m~tit~e ~ndows environment b~ rath~ on t~ M~ntosh. T~ same fea~ur~ that
we ~piemem on ~ows ~ implom~t on the Macintosh despite the lack of a ~e~ relafions~p with
A~e. A developer ~n t~k at the wW we ~1i ~n~ whh yew ~raigh~o~a~ ~ies and despi~e
~me sloppi~ in u~ng somewhat dffferent enW ~ints that we cleared up tong ago no sedous o~ewer
has ever sugge~ed that an~ we do giv~ us an
M~cro~ s~S tens of mit, ons a year ge~ng i~o~on out to devetopers a~ ~ ~s;ems. We do
this fm g0~ ~si~ss rea~. ~y ~ok ~ore wi~ c~pmer boo~ will have ~oze~ of ~oks ~ many
many ~b~mhers telii~ anyo~ who is imere~ed how to explo~ our pla@o~s. Even ~fore we (e~ea~
produ~ we use our O~n ~oce~ to get develo~r in~ a~ developme~ conferen~s to shar~ our pla~
w~ in adva~e.
The so.are ~si~ ~ a ~alle~Jng one. ~ing plaff~ms, u~e~tanding ~w ~hW will in~porate
new functionaliW t~t ~ handl~ W ap~tions in ~ p~, deciding ~t only w~ ~em ~ware
ver~n ~ what ~rdware to r~uire or exploit, com~d~ with establis~d fir~ ,ke Micro~ ~at have
t~h~cal and marketing s~rength - a~f of thee things chalice a so.ware CEO. However I feel c~fident
~hat no i~ustw will generate ~ ~ny ~unhles and success stor~s in the years a~ a~ t~re is no
chinese wail.
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